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Abstract Quantitative estimates of hydrological state variables using electrical or electromagnetic
geophysical methods are systematically biased by overlooked heterogeneity below the spatial scale resolved by
the method. We generalize the high‐salinity asymptotic limit of electrical conduction in porous media at the
continuous (e.g., Darcy) scale, by introducing a new petrophysical parameter, the mixing factor M, which
accounts for the effect of fluid conductivity heterogeneity on the equivalent electrical conductivity tensor; it is
expressed in terms of the volume‐average of the product of mean‐removed fluid conductivity and electric fields.
We investigate the behavior ofM for static and evolving fluid conductivity scenarios. Considering 2‐D ergodic
log‐normal random fields of fluid conductivity, we demonstrate, in absence of surface conductivity, that
observing the components of the M‐tensor allows univocally determining the variance and anisotropy of the
field. Further, time‐series of the M‐tensor under diffusion‐limited mixing allows distinguishing between
different characteristic temporal scales of diffusion, which are directly related to the initial integral scales of the
salinity field. Under advective‐diffusive transport and for a pulse injection, the time‐series of M have a strong
dependence on the Péclet number. SinceM is defined in the absence of surface conductivity, we investigate how
to correct measurements for surface conductivity effects. The parameter M provides conceptual understanding
about the impact of saline heterogeneity on electrical measurements. Further work will investigate how it can be
incorporated into hydrogeophysical inverse formulations and interpretative frameworks.

Plain Language Summary Electrical and electromagnetic geophysical methods provide information
about the spatio‐temporal distribution of average electrical conductivity of porous media. This property is
affected by the transport of electrically conductive solutes, which unfolds over a wide range of spatial scales.
However, when translating electrical data into solute concentration, almost all studies to date have ignored
solute heterogeneity below the averaging volume inherent to geophysical measurements or modeling, leading to
unphysical results. We introduce the mixing factor M, an electrical parameter that links small‐scale solute
heterogeneity and average electrical conductivity, via a closed‐form expression depending on the small‐scale
features of electric and solute concentration fields. We show that observation of theM‐tensor allows recovering
the variance and anisotropy of the solute field in a time‐static setting. For diffusion‐limited transport, the time‐
series of M help distinguishing the initial length scales of the fields, whereas for advective‐diffusive transport,
these data help distinguishing the Peclet number. The presented framework helps to decode information about
solute heterogeneity that is contained in geoelectrical measurements, while also avoid making biased
hydrological estimates. Future venues of research will investigate how to incorporate M in available
(hydro)geophysical modeling workflows.

1. Introduction
The direct‐current (DC) geophysical method aims at retrieving the spatial distribution of electrical resistivity in
geological media at some given scale. The data are typically acquired using two electrode pairs: one to drive a
known electrical current between two positions and another to measure the voltage between two other positions
(e.g., Binley & Slater, 2020; Keller & Frischknecht, 1966). The resistance (measured voltage over injected
current) is then multiplied by a geometric factor to account for measurement geometry, yielding an apparent
electrical resistivity. In field settings, multiple current and electrode pairs are used to obtain many hundreds or
thousands of apparent resistivity values that are subsequently inverted to derive electrical resistivity images at a
resolution that varies within the tomogram. This process is often referred to as Electrical Resistivity Tomography
(ERT), or time‐lapse ERT, when repeating the measurement sequence to study dynamic phenomena. In this study,
focusing on how saline heterogeneity affects average electrical properties, we consider as examples electrical
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resistivity measurements using line electrodes that cover the pair of opposite sides of 2‐D bounded domains,
although our results are also valid in 3‐D. For this measurement configuration, the resulting apparent conductivity
(inverse of apparent resistivity) equates to the equivalent electrical conductivity σeq of the sample (e.g., Sanchez‐
Vila et al., 2006).

The equivalent electrical conductivity σeq of composite media, at a given scale, depends in general on both low‐
and high‐order spatial statistics, collectively termed microstructural properties, of the averaged electrical con-
ductivity field σ(x) (e.g., Milton & Sawicki, 2003; Torquato & Haslach, 2002). For a fluid‐saturated porous
medium with an isolating matrix, σeq is only controlled by the microstructure of the pore space and that of σw(x),
the heterogeneous fluid electrical conductivity field residing within the pores. When σw(x) is homogeneous and
surface conductivity is ignored, σeq is solely affected by the geometry of the pore space, as expressed by the
formation factor F (e.g., Archie, 1942; Johnson et al., 1986), and the constant value σw. A typical situation arises
when σw(x) is related to a heterogeneous and time‐evolving saline concentration field c(x) that is transported by
advection and diffusion, with σw(x) and c(x) being related by a one‐to‐one relationship (e.g., Sen & Goode, 1992).
In general, the time‐series of σeq carry information about the time‐evolution of c(x) (e.g., Visentini et al., 2020,
2021) explaining why time‐lapse ERT has been routinely applied to estimate transport characteristics of saline
bodies (e.g., Binley et al., 2015). For example, time‐lapse ERT has proven effective to constrain the position and
approximate shape of saline plumes (e.g., Slater et al., 2000) and advective‐dispersive behavior (e.g., Kemna
et al., 2002; Koestel et al., 2008; Vanderborght et al., 2005), as well as dual‐domain transport parameters (e.g.,
Day‐Lewis & Singha, 2008; Singha et al., 2007).

In most such hydrogeophysical studies, the relationships established by Archie (1942) are routinely applied to
transform electrical data or models (e.g., σeq‐measurements or cell values of inverted electrical images) into
salinity‐related information (e.g., Revil et al., 2018). However, a homogeneous field σw(x), as assumed by
Archie (1942), is more the exception than the rule. Indeed, orders of magnitude variations in permeability, which
greatly affect solute transport, are commonly observed in aquifers (e.g., Dentz et al., 2016; Fetter, 2018; Gelhar &
Axness, 1983). This implies that c(x) can strongly vary during transport and is seldom homogenized by molecular
diffusion at usual temporal scales of observation (e.g., Berkowitz et al., 2006; Matheron & De Marsily, 1980).
Thus, the assumption of a constant σw(x) below the scale associated with electrical data, or models at the reso-
lution of the tomograms, has been used to explain the poor recovery of spatial and temporal moments of tracer
plumes from electrical monitoring (e.g., Doetsch et al., 2012; Laloy et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2010; Singha &
Gorelick, 2005). Furthermore, this assumption of homogeneity implies that any information contained in σeq
pertaining to the microstructure of σw(x), and consequently c(x), is lost.

Upscaling methodologies exist to predict σeq based on different working assumptions and microstructural
properties of heterogeneous fields σ(x). Popular approaches in the electrical and stochastic subsurface hydro-
geology literature are perturbation (e.g., Bender &Orszag, 1999), EffectiveMediumApproximation (EMA) (e.g.,
Choy, 2015), and percolation theory (e.g., Katz & Thompson, 1986; Kirkpatrick, 1973), although other for-
malisms have been applied, such as the method of moments (e.g., Dykaar & Kitanidis, 1993), or devised, such as
the residual flux approach (Neuman & Orr, 1993). The reader is referred to Wen and Gómez‐Hernández (1996),
Renard and De Marsily (1997) or Sanchez‐Vila et al. (2006) for comprehensive reviews. The assumptions and
workflows for each of these methodologies are different. For instance, in the perturbative approach, mostly seen
in hydraulic conductivity upscaling (e.g., Dagan, 1993; Gelhar & Axness, 1983; Indelman & Abramovich, 1994;
Rubin & Seong, 1994), closed‐form expressions are obtained for σeq as a function of the mean, variance and
integral scales of the underlying heterogeneous field σ(x), the latter modeled as a spatial random function,
typically log‐normally distributed and first‐order spatially stationary (e.g., Dagan, 1993; Gelhar & Axness, 1983;
Indelman & Abramovich, 1994) or with a linear trend in the mean value (e.g., Rubin & Seong, 1994). The well‐
known upper and lower bounds of conductivity, consisting in the arithmetic and harmonic means of σ(x),
respectively, can be derived from the perturbative approach (e.g., Dagan, 1989). EMA‐based approaches have
been applied to model both hydraulic (e.g., Dagan, 1979; Fokker, 2001) and electrical conductivity (e.g., Bus-
sian, 1983; Sen et al., 1981). Here, σ(x) is replaced by a fictitious medium, a spatially stationary ensemble of, for
instance, spherical or ellipsoidal inclusions of some conductivity that are submerged in a matrix of contrasting
conductivity. By making assumptions about the interaction of the field perturbations due to the inclusions, σeq is
expressed in terms of the conductivity, volume fraction and some shape measure of the inclusions (e.g., Chelidze
& Gueguen, 1999; Choy, 2015). Among percolation‐based approaches, which conceptualize σ(x) as a pore‐
network, the critical path analysis (CPA) (Hunt & Sahimi, 2017; Katz & Thompson, 1986) is frequently
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encountered in the hydrogeology literature (Daigle, 2016; Ewing & Hunt, 2006; Friedman & Seaton, 1998;
Hunt, 2001); it assumes that σeq is controlled by a path of least resistance connecting the two sides of the domain
sustaining the electrical potential (or pressure head) difference, thereby implying that most of the flow is restricted
to the critical path. In its simplest version, the CPA gives σeq as the conductance of the critical path (e.g., Hunt &
Sahimi, 2017).

In this study, we consider a new interpretation framework for hydrogeophysical experiments, with focus on saline
transport, whereby estimations of σeq have been typically interpreted in terms of homogeneous saline fields below
a given scale. To this end, we introduce a new petrophysical parameter, the mixing factorM, which quantifies the
departure of σeq from its maximum attainable value, corresponding to the case where some given mass of salt is
homogeneously dissolved within the porous space. In this way, we separate the electrical signatures arising from
the amount of salt in the system, from its spatial configuration. In analogy with the formal definition of the
formation factor (e.g., Avellaneda & Torquato, 1991), we define M for ergodic media in the absence of surface
conduction and for domains with spatially constant microstructural properties, although an apparent (equivalent)
M can always be measured or computed when these conditions are not met.

In Section 2, we introduce the concept of scale separation, we review the governing equations of flow and solute
transport at Darcy scale, and some associated descriptors. We also review the governing equations of DC
electrical conduction and the energy representation of σeq used throughout the paper. Further, we describe the
problem of electrical conduction in saturated porous media and express the high‐salinity asymptotic limit for σeq,
leading to the formal definition of electrical textural parameters. In Section 3, we introduce our generalization of
the high‐salinity limit of electrical conduction in saturated porous media and the formal expression for the mixing
factor M, followed by a corresponding expression of an apparent mixing factor, Mapp, for the case where the
underlying assumptions of M are not met and how to correct it. Numerical tests are presented in Section 4, a
detailed discussion is provided in Section 5, and conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Background Theory
2.1. Scale Separation

Consider a water‐saturated porous medium sample that is described using two different coordinate systems (e.g.,
Adrian et al., 2000; Cortis et al., 2004; Wood, 2009): the small‐scale coordinate y, describing the pore space, and
the large‐scale coordinate x, used to represent, for instance, the Darcy scale, where the governing flow and
transport equations are considered. The sample has volume V, pore volume Vp and average porosity ϕ = Vp /V.
The pore space is filled with a heterogeneous solution consisting of some mass m of salt dissolved in denaturated
water, which results in a saline concentration field c(x) with mean value μc = m/Vp. A 2‐D view of the considered
system is illustrated in Figure 1 and can represent, for instance, a saline plume.

2.2. Governing Equations of Groundwater Flow and Solute Transport

2.2.1. Groundwater Flow

For incompressible and steady‐state flow in absence of sources or sinks, water mass conservation is expressed by
the continuity equation for specific discharge q(x) in the following form:

∇ ⋅ q(x) = 0. (1)

Darcy's constitutive law states

q(x) = − K(x)∇h(x), (2)

whereK(x) and h(x) denote the hydraulic conductivity and head, respectively. Employing Equation 2 to substitute
q(x) in Equation 1, the groundwater flow equation reads:

∇K(x) ⋅∇h(x) + K(x)∇2h(x) = 0, (3)
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subject to boundary conditions. In the examples considered in this study, Equation 3 is solved numerically using
the open‐source finite‐difference solver MODFLOW‐2005 (Harbaugh, 2005).

2.2.2. Solute Transport

We model solute transport within an Eulerian framework using the Advection‐Dispersion Equation (ADE):

ϕ
∂c(x,t)
∂t

+ q(x) ⋅∇c(x,t) − ∇[D(x) ⋅∇c(x,t)] = 0, (4)

where D(x) is the (local) dispersion tensor, which encompasses molecular diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion
(e.g., Bear, 1972). The molecular diffusion coefficient is set D = 10− 9 m2 s− 1 and the hydrodynamic dispersion
coefficient is set close to zero, in order to avoid numerical errors associated to cross‐dispersion terms (e.g., Yan &
Valocchi, 2020). That is, we assume that no dispersivity comes from unresolved heterogeneity, which partially
inhibits the spreading of the plume, particularly in the mean flow direction. Equation 4 is solved numerically using
the groundwater solute transport simulator package MT3D‐USGS (Bedekar et al., 2016).

The location α(t) of the centre of mass of a solute plume observed over V is given by the first spatial moment of c
(x, t):

α(t) =∫
V
c(x,t)xdV. (5)

This expression assumes that c(x, t) is normalized (i.e., it satisfies ∫Vc(x, t)dV = 1).

A standard measure of the spread (or spatial extent) of a solute plume around its centre of mass is given by the
second spatial moment of normalized c(x, t) centered at α(t) (e.g., Kitanidis, 1994):

Δij(t) =∫
V
c(x,t)(xi − αi(t)) (xj − αj(t)) dV. (6)

Solute spreading is driven by heterogeneity in q(x), which tends to segregate the solute plume into lamellar
structures (e.g., Le Borgne et al., 2015) that induce concentration gradients ∇c(x, t) (e.g., Kitanidis, 1994). In

Figure 1. The large rectangle represents a heterogeneous saline field c(x) in a saturated formation. The scale x (e.g., Darcy's
scale) at which the salinity fluctuations are represented has well‐defined porosity ϕ and is larger than the scale y (unresolved
and not represented) at which the pore‐space is described. The smaller squares at the right side represent zoomed‐in views of
the salinity field (i.e., at the y‐scale, at which the salinity is assumed to be constant) at different x‐points with (top) high and
(bottom) low saline concentrations.
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contrast, molecular diffusion tends to diminish ∇c(x, t) (i.e., to mix the solute) at a rate that is proportional to ∇c
(x, t). The global rate at which solute heterogeneity is dissipated by molecular diffusion is typically quantified by
the scalar dissipation rate χ(t) (e.g., Dentz et al., 2011; Pope, 2001), which is expressed as:

χ(t) =∫
V

∇c(x,t) ⋅ (D(x)∇c(x,t))dV, (7)

or, assuming D(x) = ID for all x, in which I is the identity matrix, more simply

χ(t) = D∫
V
|∇c(x,t)|2dV. (8)

This rate χ(t) serves also as a global measure of solute plume heterogeneity. In general, there exists a competition
between spreading and mixing to, respectively, create and erase the field ∇c(x, t). Such a process becomes
balanced for some value of ∇c(x, t) which, for a given mass of solute, is given by the Batchelor scale (e.g., Dentz
et al., 2016; Villermaux, 2019).

Finally, it is useful to define the Péclet number, Pe, which measures the relative contribution to solute transport by
advection and by diffusion:

Pe =
τD
τADV

(9)

where τD and τADV indicate characteristic diffusive and advective transport time‐scales, defined as τD = l2/D and
τADV = l/ v, with l, D and v denoting, respectively, a characteristic length of the system, the diffusion coefficient,
and the mean solute velocity, the latter given as vs = q/ϕ, with q and ϕ the mean value for the specific discharge
and the porosity, respectively.

2.3. DC Electrical Conduction

We first consider the governing electrical equations at the smaller scale y. For steady‐state DC conduction, and in
the absence of current sources or sinks, the principle of electric charge conservation is expressed by the continuity
equation for the current density J(y):

∇ ⋅ J( y) = 0. (10)

Ohm's law relates J(y) with the electrical conductivity σ(y) and the electric field E(y) via the linear relationship J
(y) = σ(y)E(y). Adopting the quasistatic approximation, ∇ × E(y) = 0, allows to express E(y) = − ∇U(y), where
U(y) is the electrical potential. Writing J(y) in terms of U(y) as J(y) = − σ(y)∇U(y) and replacing this expression
into Equation 10 results in the governing Laplace equation for the electrical potentials:

∇σ( y) ⋅∇U( y) + σ( y)∇2U( y) = 0. (11)

If the electrical conductivity field σ(y) and boundary conditions for U(y) are given, Equation 11 can be solved for
U(y).

The equivalent (or block‐averaged) electrical conductivity σeq of the considered domain, at a given scale, can be
defined through an averaged Ohm's law over its volume V (e.g., Sanchez‐Vila et al., 2006):

J = − σeq∫
V

∇U( y)dV, (12)

where J designates the block‐averaged current density J. For media that behaves anisotropically at the scale of V,
σeq is in general a 3 × 3 second‐rank tensor. If the conductivity measurement direction is coincident with the
principal directions of heterogeneity, then the tensor becomes diagonal. We will assume in the following that we
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are in such a setting and, to simplify the notation, write simply σeq, while distinguishing between scalar and
tensorial quantities from the context.

2.4. Electrical Textural Parameters in Porous Media

2.4.1. Energy Representation of the Equivalent Electrical Conductivity

Let us now cover two opposite faces of a cubic sample with a pair of sheet electrodes and impose an electrical
potential difference ΔU along the x1‐direction (we denote the second and third directions by x2 and x3, respec-
tively). This drives an electrical current I, equal to the integral of the flux of J(y) across any surface separating the
injection electrodes. The power dissipated by the sample in the form of Joule's heat is given by IΔU. Applying
Ohm's law we can express it as ΣΔU2, with Σ the conductance (in S) of the sample, in turn given as Σ = σeqL,
where σeq and L designate the equivalent electrical conductivity and side length of the cube, respectively. We can
further express the power in terms of the modulus of the applied electric field E0, E0≡ − ΔU/L and σeq as VE2

0σeq.
Analogously, the power dissipated locally at the point y is given by the product E(y) · J(y). Again, using Ohm's
law we can express E(y) · J(y)=E(y) · σ(y)E(y). This quantity, integrated over V, must be identical to VE2

0σeq due
to energy conservation. That is:

σeq =
1
V
∫
V

e( y) ⋅ σ( y)e( y)dV, (13)

which gives the energy representation of σeq (e.g., Torquato & Haslach, 2002) with the normalized electric field e
(y), given by e(y) = E(y)/E0. By imposing a no current flux condition on the remaining boundaries of the sample
as done here, the net current that would flow perpendicularly to the direction of the imposed electric field is
suppressed. Consequently, one obtains an approximation of σeq (e.g., Pollock & Cirpka, 2012) except if
measuring in the principal directions of the electrical conductivity field as assumed herein. The energy repre-
sentation of effective properties has been previously applied for both electrical (e.g., Bernabé & Revil, 1995) and
hydraulic (e.g., Dagan, 1993) conductivity upscaling.

2.4.2. Effective Electrical Conductivity in Presence of Surface Conductivity

We are concerned with the case where σ(y) describes the electrical conductivity of porous media that exhibit
surface conduction and contains a heterogeneous scalar fluid electrical conductivity field σw(y), the latter
resulting from a heterogeneous saline concentration field c(y) (e.g., Sen & Goode, 1992). Surface conductivity is
assumed to originate from a thin electrical double layer coating the surface of the insulating grains (e.g., Revil
et al., 2018). The conductivity field σ(y) within the sample is then given by σ(y) = σw(y)Φ(y) + σs(yI), where the
indicator function Φ(y) describes the geometry of the porous medium, taking values of zero and one in the matrix
and pore space, respectively, and the surface conductivity contribution σs(yI), given by σs(yI) = ∫Vσs(y)δ(y − yI)
dV, is non‐zero only at the water‐mineral interface located at the points yI, with δ(y − yI) denoting the delta
distribution. After removing the isolating matrix from the integration and separating the bulk water and surface
conductivity contributions, Equation 13 reads

σeq =
1
V
[∫

Vp
e( y) ⋅ σw( y)e( y)dVp +∫

Vp
e(yI) ⋅ σs (yI) e(yI) dVp], (14)

where the two terms of Equation 14 are dependent since e(y) depends on both σw(y) and σs(yI) for any y.

2.4.3. The Formation Factor F

In the simplest case, σw( y) ≡ μσw and σs(y
I)≡ 0, that is, bulk water and surface electrical conductivity are constant

and zero, respectively. Equation 14 simplifies to:

σeq =
μσw
F

, (15)
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where F (− ) designates the formation factor (Archie, 1942; Avellaneda & Torquato, 1991), defined for ergodic
media as

1
F
=

1
V
∫
Vp

e ⋅ edVp. (16)

The right‐hand side (RHS) of Equation 16 expresses a weighted average over the pore space, where the weights e
(y) · e(y) correspond to the local dissipated power, divided by the electrical conductivity. Thus, 1/F represents an
electrically connected porosity, thereby, encoding the relationship between the spatial distribution of the pore
space Φ(y) and σeq. The formation factor F is an intrinsic property of the porous medium (e.g., Avellaneda &
Torquato, 1991; Bernabé & Revil, 1995; Johnson et al., 1986).

2.4.4. High‐Salinity Asymptotic Limit

If σw( y) ≡ μσw and σs (y
I) ≡ μσs, with μσs being small compared to μσw, then the electric field is mainly controlled

by bulk water conduction, implying that the additional dissipated power appearing due to surface conduction can
be approximated by the interaction between μσs and the electric field that would exist in the absence of surface
conduction. This leads to the so‐called high‐salinity asymptotic limit expression for σeq, which reads

σeq =
μσw
F
(1 +

2
Λ
μΣs
μσw
), (17)

where μσs is expressed in terms of the conductance of the electrical double layer, μΣs (in S), as μσs = 2μΣs/FΛ and
Λ (in m) is defined as (Johnson et al., 1986):

2
Λ
=

∫Se ⋅ edS
∫Vpe ⋅ edVp

. (18)

The parameter Λ is another intrinsic property of the porous medium and represents an (electrical) effective pore
radius (e.g., Avellaneda & Torquato, 1991; Bernabé & Revil, 1995; Johnson et al., 1986; Revil & Cathles, 1999;
Revil et al., 2018). Equation 18 expresses an electrically weighted surface‐to‐pore‐volume ratio, where, again, the
weights are given by the local dissipated power divided by the electrical conductivity. For completeness, we
include a short derivation of the high‐salinity asymptotic limit (Equation 17) in Supporting Information S1 of this
article.

3. The Mixing Factor M
We introduce now a new petrophysical parameter, the mixing factor M, which can be used to generalize
Equation 17 for the case of heterogeneous fluid conductivity σw(x), and hence salinity c(x), at the continuous scale
x. Its formal derivation is given in Appendix A.

3.1. Generalization of the High‐Salinity Asymptotic Limit

We start by expressing the conductivity field σ(x) as:

σ(x) =
μσw + σ′w(x)

F
+ μσs, (19)

that is, using a petrophysical relationship of the form of Equation 17, but replacing μσw by σw(x) = μσw + σ′w(x)
(i.e., a mean value plus a spatially variable fluid conductivity fluctuation). This expression is defined in the
high‐salinity limit, which amounts to assuming that the first right‐hand term of Equation 19 is much larger than
the second term, for all x. A spatially constant F and μσs are also assumed. Substituting Equation 19 into
Equation 13, assuming that σ′w(x) is ergodic (e.g., Torquato & Haslach, 2002) and isotropic at the larger sample
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scale and that equivalent conductivity is measured along the x1‐direction, we arrive after some manipulations
(see Appendix A) at:

σeq =
μσw
FM

+ μσs, (20)

which is a generalized form of the high‐salinity asymptotic limit, with the mixing factorM defined in the absence
of surface conductivity as:

1
M
= 1 +

1
μσwV

∫
V
σ′we′x1dV, (21)

where e′x1 (x) is the x1‐component of the normalized secondary electric field e′(x) (Section 2.4.1). Further, if we
assign μσs = 2μΣs/ΛF, we obtain:

σeq =
μσw
F
(
1
M
+

2
Λ
μΣs
μσw
), (22)

which is a generalized form of the expression by Johnson et al. (1986).

The integral in Equation 21 expresses a weighted average of σ′w(x), where the weights e′x1 (x) are determined by the
spatial statistics of σ′w(x), thereby highlighting the non‐linearity of conductivity averaging for non‐constant σw(x).
It is always non‐positive, and non‐zero as soon as σw(x) develops gradients with a parallel component to the
measurement direction. The inverse of M, 1/M, ranges within (0, 1): as σw(x) becomes more homogeneous (i.e.,
σ′w → 0) or else, laminated parallel to x1, then e′x1 (x)→ 0 and 1/M → 1, thereby approaching the maximum
attainable value of σeq, for given values of μσw and F, that is, σA = μσw/F if neglecting surface conductivity,
corresponding to the case where σw(x) is (trivially) averaged arithmetically. As σw(x) becomes more heteroge-
neous and structured perpendicular to x1, then 1/M → 0.

Assuming zero surface conductivity, Equation 20 reduces to:

σeq =
μσw
FM

, (23)

which is a generalized form of the petrophysical relationship (Equation 15) that is most typically used for in-
terpretations in electrical hydrogeophysical studies.

If σw(x) renders the sample electrically anisotropic, then both the equivalent electrical conductivity and the mixing
factor become tensors σeq and M, respectively, and we can write Equation 20 more generally as:

σeq =
μσw
F
(M

− 1
+ μσs). (24)

with M
− 1

given as

M
− 1
= I +

1
μσwV

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∫
V
σ′we′x1dV 0 0

0 ∫
V
σ′we′x2dV 0

0 0 ∫
V
σ′we′x3dV

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, (25)

where e′x2 (x) and e′x3 (x) denote the x2‐ and x3‐components, respectively, of normalized secondary electric fields
arising when the conductivity measurement direction is either aligned with the x2‐ or x3‐direction. Equation 25
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assumes that the axes of anisotropy are aligned with the x1‐ x2‐ and x3‐directions. In the general case, the off‐
diagonal elements are non‐zero.

3.2. Estimating M From Electrical Measurements

The mixing factor M (Equation 21) is formally defined for (a) an ergodic fluid conductivity field σw(x), (b)
constant formation factor F and (c) zero surface conductivity μσs. Regardless of whether these assumptions are
met or not, an apparent mixing factor, Mapp, can always be measured as follows:

Mapp =
σA
σeq

, (26)

where σA and σeq designate the electrical conductivities of the sample when σw(x) is homogeneous and hetero-
geneous, respectively.

3.2.1. Formal Expression for Mapp

It is straightforward to obtain a formal expression for the apparent mixing factor Mapp. For this, we decompose
both σw(x) and F(x) as the sum of their mean and fluctuating parts, that is, F(x) = F + F′(x) and
σw(x) = μσw + σ′w(x), to express σ(x) as (similarly as in Equation 19):

σ(x) =
μσw
F
[
1 + σ′w(x)/μσw
1 + F′(x)/F

+
F
μσw

μσs]. (27)

Substituting Equation 27 into Equation 13 and factorizing μσw/F out of the integral, we obtain:

σeq =
μσw

FMapp . (28)

with Mapp defined as:

1
Mapp =

1
V
∫
V

e ⋅ e[
1 + σ′w(x)/μσw
1 + F′(x)/F

+
F
μσw

μσs] dV. (29)

This expression assumes a constant surface conductivity μσs of arbitrary magnitude.

3.2.2. Correcting Mapp for Surface Conductivity

For the case of constant formation factor, a first‐order correction for non‐zero surface conductivity, valid in the
high‐salinity limit, can be implemented by subtracting μσs from the measured responses σA and σeq:

M ≈ Mcorr =
σA − μσs
σeq − μσs

. (30)

As surface conductivity increases, Mapp (Equation 26) becomes increasingly smaller than M as the influences of
heterogeneity and structures of σw(x) on σeq become less pronounced. This can be seen by writing the governing
Laplace equation for the electrical potential (Equation 11) with σ(x) = (μσw + σ′w(x))/F + μσs. Distributing the
operator ∇, and dividing Equation 11 by μσs, one gets

∇
σ′w(x)
Fμσs

∇U(x) + (
μw + σ′w(x)

Fμσs
+ 1)∇2U(x) = 0. (31)

Taking μσs → ∞, one recovers the Laplace equation for homogeneous media of conductivity μσs. In other words,
as μσs increases, the surface conductivity allows the current to bypass obstacles of low salinity in σw(x).
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4. Numerical Tests
4.1. Interpretation of M

In electrically monitored saline tracer tests, the typical approach to interpret the results (e.g., Cassiani et al., 2006;
Kemna et al., 2002; Müller et al., 2010; Singha & Gorelick, 2005) is to rely on an expression such as Equation 15
to estimate the mean saline concentration μc within the sample, by measuring or inferring σeq, assuming
knowledge of F and zero surface conductivity. This approach is only meaningful when the saline field is ho-
mogeneous (i.e., completely mixed) or exhibits lamination parallel to the conductivity measurement direction. In
such case, the interstitial fluid electrical conductivity trivially behaves as an additive property and the observable
apparent fluid conductivity σappw (obtained as σeqF) equates μσw. This establishes a link between σ

app
w and μc, via a

simple transformation (e.g., Sen & Goode, 1992). However, as σw(x) departs from homogeneity (or a layered
field), σappw becomes smaller than μσw and then μc is no longer directly accessible through σappw . Consequently, it
becomes difficult to assign a clear meaning to σappw even in the absence of surface conductivity, except if making
the questionable assumption that deviations from homogeneity have a negligible effect on the results.

In general, 1/M evolves in response to the evolution of σw(x), which in turn is governed by the spreading and
mixing dynamics of the solute field c(x). This is illustrated in Figure 2. A steady‐state flow field is established
within a 2‐D sample in absence of surface conductivity, and a saline tracer is injected and transported at high
Péclet number in the x1‐direction until the tracer develops significant concentration gradients along the x2‐di-
rection (see snapshots at times t′1, t′2 and t′3 in Figure 2a). The flow field is then stopped and the tracer is let to
diffuse until the gradients have practically vanished (snapshot at time t′5 in Figure 2a). Meanwhile, σeq is measured

Figure 2. (a) A saline tracer is injected at time t′1 to create a time‐evolving and mass‐conservative saline concentration field c
(x), which induces a fluid conductivity field σw(x) with fixed arithmetic mean μσw = 1 Sm− 1 and ratio of 400 between the
tracer and background fluid conductivities. The tracer is transported at a high Péclet number Pe = 1,000 until t′3, when the flow
field is switched off and the tracer is let to diffuse until time t′5. The represented c(x)‐fields are normalized by the maximum
concentration. (b) Arithmetic mean of fluid conductivity divided by the formation factor, σA (black dashed line), equivalent
electrical conductivity σeq measured along the x2‐direction (blue line) and the apparent mixing factor Mapp measured along the
same direction (orange line). The underlying hydraulic conductivity is log‐normally distributed, with exponential covariance,
variance σ2Y = 1 and integral scales in the x1‐ and x2‐directions of Ix1 = 0.1m and Ix2 = 0.02m, respectively. The formation
factor F and surface conductivity μσs are assumed constant and equal to 10 and 0 S m− 1, respectively. The represented
dimensionless time t′ results from normalizing the time by advective and diffusive characteristic transport time‐scales, before
and after switching off the injection at t′3, respectively. The black vertical dashed lines mark the dimensionless times
corresponding to the snapshots of the represented normalized saline concentration fields.
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along the x2‐direction (Figure 2b). It is readily seen that σeq increasingly departs from σA = μσw /F when the tracer
starts to develop structures, until time t′3. As soon as the flow‐field is shut‐off, σeq starts to increase, reaching again
μσw/F at time t′5. The mass within the sample (i.e., μc) remains constant, implying that σeq evolves due to structural
changes in σw(x), captured by Mapp. In this simple example, we find that equating σappw with μσw leads to an un-
derestimation of μc by a factor larger than 15, or equivalently, Mapp is larger than 15. This demonstrates that
unresolved heterogeneity in the tracer (or contaminant) distribution is a likely cause for the ubiquitous and well‐
recognized problem of apparent mass loss when interpreting time‐lapse ERT tomograms. Note that in this
illustrative example used to build intuition, the salinity fields are not ergodic and hence we are observingMapp and
not M.

4.2. Information Content of the Mixing Factor M

We now assess the sensitivity of the mixing factors Mx1 and Mx2 to parameters describing the heterogeneity and
temporal evolution of 2‐D saline concentration c(x) and fluid electrical conductivity σw(x). Since c(x) and σw(x)
can be linked by a one‐to‐one mapping (e.g., Sen & Goode, 1992), we will consider these quantities inter-
changeably and cite one or another, depending on context.

4.2.1. Static Setting

In the absence of surface conductivity, we first demonstrate the ability ofMx1 andMx2 to resolve the variance σ
2
lnσw

and anisotropy λ of ergodic log‐normal σw(x)‐fields with exponential covariance structure (e.g., Rubin, 2003).
The mean value and integral scale along x2 are set as μσw = 1 Sm− 1 and Ix2. The formation factor is set and F= 10.
A contour plot of Mx1 and Mx2 as a function of these parameters is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Contour plots of (solid lines) Mx1 and (dashed lines) Mx2 as a function of the variance σ2lnσw and anisotropy λ of
ergodic log‐normally distributed electrical fluid conductivity fields σw(x) with exponential covariance structure. Both Mx1
and Mx2 increase with σ

2
lnσw , but Mx1 decreases with λ whereas Mx2 increases with this parameter. For instance, the coordinates

(σ2lnσw ,λ) = (3.4,2) map to (Mx1 ,Mx2) = (3,5) (black square), whereas (σ2lnσw ,λ) = (3.4,6.75) map to (Mx1 ,Mx2) = (1.5,7.5)
(black circle).
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The intersection of the Mx1‐ and Mx2‐contours shown in Figure 3 indicates that, in the absence of noise in the
electrical data, a given pair of Mx1‐ and Mx2‐values maps univocally to a corresponding pair [σ2lnσw , λ] . Both Mx1

and Mx2 increase with the variance of the log‐electrical fluid conductivity fields σ2lnσw . For a given variance, Mx1

decreases with λ whereas Mx2 increases. As λ increases, the electrical current pathways along the x1‐and x2‐di-
rections become less or more tortuous, respectively.

4.2.2. Diffusion‐Limited Mixing

We now consider two heterogeneous c(x)‐fields of the same type as in Section 4.2 that are let to diffuse. At the
initial time, the two c(x)‐fields have a log‐normal distribution, with exponential covariance structure, mean
μc= 1 g l− 1, log‐variance of σ2ln c = 5 and anisotropy of λ= 5. They only differ by their integral scale Ix2 along the
x2‐direction, which is set as 0.02 and 0.1 m for the smaller and larger field, respectively. The chosen molecular
diffusion coefficient (D = 10− 9 m2 s− 1, Section 2.2.2), leads to diffusion time‐scales τD (≔I2x2/D) of, respec-
tively, 4 × 105 s and 1 × 107 s. The homogenization of the smaller field is illustrated in Figures 4a–4f and the
mixing evolution is quantified by the scalar dissipation rate, normalized by D, χ/D (Section 2.2; dashed line in
Figure 4g). It starts and finishes the experiment with values of ∼106 and ∼10− 6 m− 2, respectively, indicating a
large decrease of solute concentration gradients over time. The more efficient mixing of the smaller field is
evidenced by the faster decay of the corresponding time‐series of χ/D (solid line in Figure 4g).

The time‐series of Mapp
x1 and Mapp

x2 are plotted in Figure 4h. Note that we observe Mapp and not M, since the un-
derlying fluid conductivity is not ergodic. At the initial times, Mapp

x2 is ∼6 times larger than Mapp
x1 , which is ex-

pected, given the anisotropy of the field. As the mixing progresses and the heterogeneity is erased, bothMapp
x1 and

Mapp
x2 converge to a value of 1. Analogously to the pair of χ/D‐curves, theMapp

x1 andMapp
x2 time‐series corresponding

to the smaller field decay faster than for the larger field (dashed lines in Figure 4h), which indicates sensitivity of
the Mapp time‐series to the characteristic diffusion time‐scale associated to these two homogenization processes.

Figure 4. Electrical monitoring of the diffusion‐limited mixing of two different saline fields c(x) that at the initial time differ only in terms of their scale (see main text).
(a)–(f) Evolution of c(x) with initial integral scale Ix2 = 0.02m (not shown for Ix2 = 1m, as it is qualitatively identical). The diffusion coefficient for both tests is set to
D = 10− 9 m2 s− 1. (g) Scalar dissipation rates normalized by D for the homogenization process corresponding to c(x)‐field with initial Ix2 equal to (solid line) Ix2 = 0.02m
and (dashed line) Ix2 = 1m. (h) mixing factors (blue) Mapp

x1 and (orange)Mapp
x2 in the x1‐ and x2‐directions, respectively, for c(x)‐field with initial integral scale (solid line)

Ix2 = 0.02m and (dashed line) Ix2 = 1m.
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4.2.3. Diffusion and Advection

We consider now the temporal evolution of Mapp
x1 and Mapp

x2 for two tracer tests that are performed at Péclet
numbers of 1,000 (Figure 5a) and 1 (Figure 5b). Note the measurements correspond again to apparent mixing
factors Mapp, since the salinity field c(x) is non‐ergodic (Section 3.2).

In Figure 6 we show the temporal evolution of the normalized second‐central moment in direction x1, Δx1x1
(Equation 6), the normalized scalar dissipation rate χ/D, and measured mixing factors Mapp

x1 and Mapp
x2 for the two

tracer tests. The time vectors are normalized by the corresponding characteristic advective transport time‐scales
τADV = L/ v (Section 2.2.2) that differ by a factor of 1,000 due to the different mean flow velocities along the x1‐
direction, with L taken as the length of the domain in the x1‐direction. This results in synchronized time‐scales that
we denote simply by t′.

The temporal evolution of Δx1x1 is very similar for the fast and slow tests (Figure 6a), with Δx1x1 increasing over
approximately two orders of magnitude. This is expected, since we have set a hydrodynamic dispersion coef-
ficient close to zero and, in addition, Δx1x1 depends on the mean velocity of the plume and variance of the
permeability field (e.g., Gelhar & Axness, 1983), which are identical for both cases. Δx1x1 is slightly larger for the
slow tracer test (orange curve) because diffusion has more time to spread the tracer horizontally. On the contrary,
the mixing evolution presents marked differences between the two tracer tests (Figure 6b). For the fast tracer test
(blue curve), χ/D increases over one order of magnitude, first sharply at the initial times and then slowly, whereas
for the slow tracer test (orange curve), χ/D decays over two orders of magnitude. This behavior is expected, since
for the test with a high Péclet number, the rate of creation of concentration gradients due to flow heterogeneity is

Figure 5. Two saline tracer tests performed at Péclet numbers of (a) 1,000 and (b) 1. The tracer injection starts at t′1 and
induces a fluid conductivity field σw(x) with fixed arithmetic mean μσw = 1 Sm− 1 and ratio of 400 between the tracer and
background fluid conductivities. The underlying hydraulic conductivity is log‐normally distributed, with exponential
covariance, variance σ2Y = 1 and integral scales in the x1‐ and x2‐directions of Ix1 = 0.1m and Ix2 = 0.2m, respectively. The
formation factor F and surface conductivity μσs are assumed constant and equal to 10 and 0 S m− 1, respectively. The presented
fields correspond to saline concentration fields normalized by their maximum value. The dimensionless time t′ results from
normalizing the time by corresponding advective transport time‐scales.
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faster than the rate at which diffusion erases such gradients. The contrary occurs for the low Péclet case, where
homogenization overcomes segregation.

The time‐series ofMapp
x1 (Figure 6c) decay from an initial value of ∼20, to values of ∼9 and ∼5 at t/tADV ∼ 0.4, for

the fast and slow tracer tests, respectively. As the tracer spreads along the x1‐direction, the domain becomes better
connected along this direction, which explains the decay ofMapp

x1 with time. This effect is more pronounced for the
slow tracer test since diffusion is more efficient in spreading tracer mass along x1. The time‐series ofMapp

x2 start at a
value of 1, since c(x) is then layered and the electrical conductivity is averaged arithmetically. For the fast tracer
test, Mapp

x2 increases by more than one order of magnitude by the end of the test, since the solute plume becomes
more tortuous. For the slow test, Mapp

x2 reaches a much smaller peak value.

Figure 6. (a) Spreading of the solute, quantified by Δx1x1 , (b) mixing of the solute, quantified by χ/D and observed apparent
mixing factors in the (c) x1‐direction, Mapp

x1 , and (d) x2‐direction, Mapp
x2 , for a solute pulse transported at (blue) high and

(orange) low Péclet numbers. The plots are given in terms of t′, the time normalized by the characteristic advective transport
time‐scale τADV. The black vertical dashed lines, labeled as t′1, t′2, t′3 and t′4 mark the dimensionless times corresponding to the
snapshots of the saline concentration field shown in Figure 5.
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4.3. Determination of M in the Presence of Surface Conductivity

We consider now apparent mixing factors Mapp (Equation 26) measured in the presence of surface conductivity
μσs. We compareMapp against the theoretical mixing factorM, defined in the absence of surface conductivity (see
Section 3.2), and against the corrected mixing factor Mcorr, obtained by applying Equation 30 that is valid in the
high‐salinity asymptotic limit.

4.3.1. Static Setting

We consider first layered and isotropic σw(x)‐fields following a log‐normal distribution of fixed mean value
μσw = 1 Sm− 1 and three different log‐variances of σ2lnσw = 0.25, 0.5 and 1. Each of the six test cases is evaluated
for a range of values of μσs such that μσs/μσ ∈ [0,0.1], with μσ = μσw/F and F = 10. To assess the departure from
the high‐salinity limit for these cases of heterogeneous σw(x), we consider for each test case a reference minimum

value of surface conductivity, given as 10% of a threshold value chosen to be exp[μlnσw − 3
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
σ2lnσw

√

]/F, that is,

three standard deviations away from the mean value of the underlying normal distribution.

For all cases, the ratio Mapp/M is close to 1 for the reference value delimitating the high‐salinity limit (black
vertical arrows), indicating small errors when correcting within this limit. The apparent mixing factor Mapp

underestimates M as the ratio μσs/μσ increases and the correction Mcorr partially mitigates this effect (Figure 7).
For instance, for the layered case (Figure 7a) with σ2lnσw = 0.25, the ratioMapp/M is equal to 0.86 for the maximum
considered value of surface conductivity μσs/μσ = 0.1, while the ratioMcorr/M yields 0.92. For σ2lnσw = 1,Mapp/M
gives 0.52 for μσs/μσ = 0.1, whereasMcorr/M gives 0.64. For the isotropic case (Figure 7b), the errors are smaller.
For instance, for σ2lnσw = 0.25, the ratio Mapp/M yields 0.94 for μσs/μσ = 0.1, whereas Mcorr/M gives 0.97. For
σ2lnσw = 1, Mapp/M and Mcorr/M give 0.70 and 0.81, respectively.

Figure 7. Comparison of M in the presence of surface conductivity for log‐normally distributed ¡σw(x)‐fields of fixed mean
μσw = 1 Sm− 1 and log‐variances σ2lnσw of (blue) 0.25, (orange) 0.5 and (green) 1. The fields have (a) layered and (b) isotropic
structures and the mixing factors are computed along the x2‐direction. (solid lines) the theoretical M (i.e., in the absence of
surface conductivity) as reference, (solid stars) the apparent oneMapp, in the presence of surface conductivity and (dashed line)
the corrected one Mcorr, using Equation 30 based on the high‐salinity asymptotic limit. The black vertical arrows indicate the
value described in the main text below which the correction is expected to be valid. The formation factor is F = 10.
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4.3.2. Dynamic Setting

We reconsider the tracer test at high Péclet number presented in Section 4.2.3, along with the corresponding
apparent mixing factors measured in the absence of surface conductivity along the x1 and x2‐directions,Mapp

x1 (blue
solid line, Figure 8a) and Mapp

x2 (blue solid line, Figure 8b), respectively. We simulate apparent mixing factors
Mapp,S
x1 andMapp,S

x2 , by adding surface conductivities of μσs = 0.0001 Sm− 1 and μσs = 0.001 Sm− 1 to the underlying
time‐evolving fluid conductivity field (Figure 5a), values which represent 10% and 100% of the background
conductivity (i.e., fluid conductivity divided by formation factor) and are considered to lie in the vicinity and well
outside the high‐salinity asymptotic limit, respectively.

For the x1‐direction (Figure 8a) and μσs = 0.0001 Sm− 1, the ratio between the measured apparent mixing factor
Mapp,S
x1 (orange solid line) andMapp

x1 , averaged over the observation time window, isMapp,S
x1 /Mapp

x1 ∼ 0.91, whereas
the corresponding ratio for the corrected mixing factor Mcorr

x1 (orange dashed line) gives Mcorr
x1 /Mapp

x1 ∼ 0.98. The
measured Mapp,S

x1 for the case μσs = 0.001 Sm− 1 (green solid line), leads to Mapp,S
x1 /Mapp

x1 ∼ 0.53 and the corrected
mixing factor Mcorr (green dashed line) yields Mcorr

x1 /Mapp
x1 ∼ 0.81. For the x2‐direction the behavior is similar.

5. Discussion
5.1. Assumptions Underlying the Definition of the Mixing Factor M

The formal definition of the mixing factorM (Equation 21) assumes (a) an ergodic fluid conductivity field σw(x),
(b) zero surface conductivity μσs and (c) a spatially constant formation factor F(x). In addition, we provide
operational (Equation 26) and formal (Equation 29) definitions to measure and model, respectively, an apparent

Figure 8. (a) (solid blue) Apparent mixing factor (Equation 26) in the x1‐direction as a function of dimensionless time t′ for
the tracer test in Figure 5a and apparent mixing factors in presence of surface conductivities μσs equal to (solid orange)
μσs = 0.0001 Sm− 1 and (solid green) μσs = 0.001 Sm− 1 which represent, respectively, 10% and 100% of the background fluid
conductivity divided by the formation factor. The corrected mixing factorMcorr (Equation 30) is also represented for the case of
(dashed orange) μσs = 0.0001 Sm− 1 for which the correction is supposed to be approximately valid and (dashed green)
μσs = 0.001 Sm− 1 for which the correction is invalid. (b) Apparent mixing factors in the x2‐direction with the same color coding.
The formation factor is F = 10.
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mixing factorMapp under general conditions. Below, we discuss critically the
assumptions underlying the formal definition of M.

5.1.1. Ergodicity of the Fluid Conductivity Field

Ergodicity (e.g., Christakos, 2012; Rubin, 2003) implies that the scale of
observation of σeq is large compared to the typical size of the structures in
σw(x). This assumption allows neglecting the net flux of fluctuating energy
over the boundaries of the domain (Equation A7), subsequently leading to
Equation 21. In many practical applications, σw(x) is non‐stationary or non‐
ergodic, for instance, as shown in Figures 4a–4e.

For the non‐ergodic case, the apparent mixing factor Mapp depends on M as:

1
Mapp =

2
M
− 1 +

1
V
∫ e′2dV, (32)

which is obtained by combining Equations 21 and 29 under the assumption of
a constant formation factor and no surface conductivity. The difference be-
tween Mapp and M could be used as an electrical measure of departure from
ergodicity for σw(x) and, consequently, for the salinity c(x).

5.1.2. High‐Salinity Limit

In presence of surface conductivity, the proposed correction of Mapp into M
(Equation 30) performs well provided that the conductivity field σ(x) locally

satisfies the high‐salinity asymptotic limit, that is, the ratio between the first and second terms of the RHS of
Equation 19 is large for all x. In practice, the surface conductivity μσs could be estimated from induced polari-
zation measurements (e.g., Binley & Slater, 2020; Slater & Lesmes, 2002). The presence of μσs is equivalent to
placing an electrical conductor that acts in parallel to σw(x). When no surface conductivity is present, the electrical
streamlines follow the tracer body more closely (Figure 9a), as compared to the case with surface conductivity
(Figure 9b), for which shorter current paths appear. The net effect is that the equivalent electrical conductivity σeq
is less sensitive to heterogeneity in σw(x) or, equivalently, the apparent mixing factorMapp (Equation 26) becomes
smaller than the theoretical value M, as shown in Section 4.3.

5.1.3. Constant Formation Factor F

The mixing factorM captures electrical signatures arising from heterogeneity in σw(x), within a sample assumed
to have a spatially constant formation factor F(x). The patterns of spatial heterogeneity in the fields σw(x) pre-
sented in Figures 1, 2, 5, and 9 result from solute transport in domains with heterogeneous permeability k(x).
Indeed, heterogeneity in σw(x) is typically triggered by heterogeneity in the permeability field k(x), for some given
viscosity of the fluid and tracer injection pattern. The link between k(x) and F has been studied in great detail, for
instance based on mercury injection experiments (Katz & Thompson, 1986). Furthermore, the following rela-
tionship has been proposed Avellaneda and Torquato (1991):

k(x) =
l2

8F(x)
, (33)

where l is a length parameter characterizing the porous medium in terms of the viscous relaxation times associated
to the harmonic solution of the Navier‐Stokes equation (e.g., Avellaneda & Torquato, 1991).

Consequently, it might seem paradoxical to consider heterogeneity in σw(x), while simultaneously setting a
homogeneous F(x)‐field. However, heterogeneity in k(x) is in general of much larger amplitude than heteroge-
neity in F(x) and there is often no significant general correlation between the two (e.g., Purvance & Andri-
cevic, 2000). This, combined with Equation 33, suggests that the strongest influence in k(x)‐heterogeneity
emerges as a result of spatial variations in the characteristic length l rather than F(x), given the quadratic

Figure 9. Electrical current streamlines generated by imposing an electrical
potential difference along the x2‐direction for conductivity fields with
surface conductivity μσs equal to (a) 0 S m− 1 and (b) 0.001 S m− 1, which
represents 100% of the background conductivity. The ratio between tracer and
background fluid conductivities is 400. The background images represent the
saline concentration field normalized by its maximum value.
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dependence of the former. In addition, one should note that most time‐lapse ERT interpretations assume constant
F(x) over the entire domain and, similarly, most tracer inversions aimed at inferring heterogeneous distributions
of hydraulic conductivity assume porosity to be constant. Thus, assuming constant F(x) within the model domain
or measurement scale of the electrical data appears to be a reasonable first‐order approximation for most cases.
Note that the impact of a spatially variable F(x) can be studied using Equation 29. For instance, one could evaluate
Equation 29 for σw(x) and F(x) consisting of binary distributions that represent the mobile and immobile domains
of dual‐domain media (e.g., Haggerty & Gorelick, 1995). From here, one could establish links with bi‐continuum
models (e.g., Day‐Lewis et al., 2017; Singha et al., 2007) of equivalent electrical conductivity.

5.2. Using the Mixing Factor M in Hydrogeophysical Studies

An open question for future research is how to best incorporate the mixing factorM, and the generalization of the
high‐salinity limit (Equation 20), in field‐based hydrogeophysical studies. The parameter M could be applied
either at the spatially variable resolution scale of geophysical tomograms or at the discretization scales of
hydrogeological or geophysical forward models. In the former case,M could serve at an interpretation stage as a
fitting parameter, chosen such that the inferred saline mass in the system is in accordance with prior knowledge
(e.g., the amount of injected salt). It would then quantify unaccounted solute heterogeneity due to the smoothing
introduced by inverse model regularization, the latter applied in classical deterministic ERT approaches to yield
unique results (e.g., Constable et al., 1987). For instance, if the classical petrophysical relationship of Equation 15
leads to an apparent mass recovery of 10% (e.g., Camporese et al., 2011; Singha & Gorelick, 2005), this implies
that the inferredMwould be 10, if assumed to be spatially constant across the model. IfMwould be applied at the
discretization scales of hydrogeological or geophysical forward models, one could imagine a standard ground-
water model based on the advection‐dispersion equation in which small‐scale heterogeneity is not represented
because of computational costs or inadequate knowledge. Equation 20 could then be used to translate the
simulated locally homogeneous salinity into an effective electrical conductivity within a coupled hydro-
geophysical framework (e.g., Hinnell et al., 2010; Kowalsky et al., 2005). Such information could then guide
interpretations, using the presented results and relationships (e.g., Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), and answer questions
such as: what is the degree of saline heterogeneity within the length scales that are unresolved by the inversion or
by the forward model? It is clear that includingM as a parameter in the inversion implies an additional degree of
freedom (or more if assumed spatially variable), possibly leading to non‐uniqueness issues in deterministic
inversion problems, unless strong prior constraints are available that can be incorporated in the modeling. Despite
this, includingM still enhances the modeling task, as it enables investigating trade‐offs between resolving large‐
scale or small‐scale heterogeneity. Several of our examples demonstrate thatM andMapp are very different in the
direction parallel and perpendicular to flow. This renders the electrical conductivity anisotropic. With an
appropriate electrical modeling solver, it would be possible to incorporate such effects in the electrical forward
modeling. Probabilistic inversion approaches (e.g., Laloy et al., 2012; Linde & Vrugt, 2013; Tarantola, 2005)
could also be explored to estimate the joint posterior probability density function of the target parameters μσw and
M, conditioned to the ERT data. Alternatively, the effect of such small‐scale heterogeneity could be integrated out
to avoid biased results (e.g., Friedli et al., 2022, 2023). Finally, it will be important to consider if there is non‐
negligible surface conductivity μσs or heterogeneous formation factor F to be accounted, and corrected for
(Equation 30). Future work needs to explore these ideas and demonstrations on field data are important future
venues for research.

6. Conclusions
Electrical and electromagnetic geophysical methods can provide valuable information about the state and
transport of solutes with applications to groundwater prospection, pollution and tracer monitoring, or inference
of hydraulic conductivity by hydrogeophysical inversions. Almost all such studies have ignored saline het-
erogeneity below the averaging volume inherent to measurements, forward modeling or inversions, leading
sometimes to biased and unphysical results such as apparent mass loss when interpreting tracer experiments.
One reason for the current practice is the lack of a suitable interpretative framework that accounts for such
unresolved small‐scale variability. We have generalized the high‐salinity asymptotic limit of electrical con-
duction at the continuous (e.g., Darcy) scale, by introducing a new petrophysical parameter, the mixing factor
M, which accounts for the effect of saline heterogeneity on the equivalent electrical conductivity tensor. We
provide an explicit link between M and fluid electrical conductivity heterogeneity, via a closed‐form
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expression in terms of the volume average of the product between the mean‐removed electric and fluid
electrical conductivity fields, respectively, e′(x) and σ′w(x), by assuming ergodicity in σw(x), zero surface
conductivity μσs and homogeneous formation factor F. In addition, we provide operational and formal defi-
nitions for an apparent mixing factor Mapp, which is valid under more general conditions. Considering 2‐D
examples of log‐normal σw(x)‐fields, we demonstrate how the M‐tensor maps univocally to the variance
and anisotropy of σw(x). Also, when we let σw(x) homogenize by diffusion, the time‐series of M are sensitive
to the characteristic temporal scale of diffusion and allow constraining the mixing evolution of the field. The
sensitivity of M to the connectivity and anisotropy of the spatial patterns in σw(x) makes M also sensitive to
the predominant directions along which concentration gradients exist. Under diffusive and advective transport,
the time‐series of M help distinguishing the Péclet number. Our petrophysical relationship allows separating
the electrical effects associated to the mean value and to heterogeneity of the underlying fluid conductivity
field. Future work needs to address how to incorporate such relationship into existing forward and inverse
hydrogeophysical modeling workflows. It is further important to gain understanding on the relationship be-
tween e′(x) and σ′w(x) beyond the ergodic log‐normal case and to develop upscaling relationships that enable
to link M with non‐ergodic σw(x)‐fields. It is also necessary to study the electrical signatures captured by Mapp

due to heterogeneity in F and μσs‐values beyond the high‐salinity limit considered in the present work.
Interpretation workflows or inversion methodologies integrating the concept of the mixing factor in field‐scale
studies remain to be developed.

Appendix A: Derivation of the Mixing Factor M
We derive here our generalization of the high‐salinity asymptotic limit of electrical conduction in presence of a
heterogeneous salinity field, that is, Equation 20, along with the definition of the mixing factor M, Equation 21.
The obtained expressions are based on the energy representation of equivalent electrical conductivity and are
similar to the problem formulation presented by (e.g., Dagan, 1993). We express the conductivity field σ(x) as
σ(x) = σw(x)/F + μσs, that is, using the petrophysical expression of the form of Equation 17, that is valid in the
high‐salinity asymptotic limit, but letting the fluid conductivity term to be variable. This implies assuming that the
ratio σw(x)/μσs is very large for all x. We decompose the normalized electric‐ and fluid conductivity fields, e(x)
and σw(x), into their mean and fluctuating parts as e(x) = 1 + e′(x) and σ(x) = (μσw + σ′w(x))/F + μσs.
Substituting this into Equation 13, separating terms involving spatially constant and spatially varying terms and,
expanding the dot products, yields:

σeq =
1
V
∫
V
[(
μσw
F
+ μσs) (1 + 2e′x1 + e′ ⋅ e′)

σ′w
F
+ 2

σ′w
F
e′x1 +

σ′w
F

e′ ⋅ e′] dV. (A1)

Both e′(x) and σ′(x) have zero mean by construction and, consequently, terms containing their products with
constant quantities, integrated over V, vanish exactly. Thus, Equation A1 reduces to:

σeq =
1
V
∫
V
[(
μσw
F
+ μσs) + (

μσw
F
+ μσs) e′ ⋅ e′ + 2

σ′w
F
e′x1 +

σ′w
F

e′ ⋅ e′] dV. (A2)

The last three terms of the right‐hand side (RHS) of Equation A2 are related to each other. To see this, we first
express the current density J(x) as the sum of its mean and fluctuating parts, respectively, J0 and J′(x), and apply
Ohm's law, normalized by the modulus of the imposed field, E0. We write

[
μσw + σ′w

F
+ μσs] [x̂1 + e′] =

1
E0
(J0 + J′). (A3)

Multiplying Equation A3 by e′(x), integrating over V and distributing products, we obtain:

∫
V
(
μσw
F
+ μσs) e′x1 +

σ′w
F
e′x1 + (

μσw
F
+ μσs) e′ ⋅ e′ +

σ′w
F

e′e′dV =
1
E0
∫
V

e′ ⋅ J0 + e′ ⋅ J′dV. (A4)
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Equation A4 expresses an identity for the dissipated power in the sample due to the secondary field e′(x). The first
terms of the LHS and the RHS of Equation A4 vanish because these involve integration of products of a constant
and a zero‐mean fluctuating quantity. Assuming that σw(x) is ergodic (e.g., Christakos, 2012; Rubin, 2003), then
the remaining term of the RHS vanishes because e′ and J′ are orthogonal to each other in the average, or,
equivalently (e.g., Torquato & Haslach, 2002), because:

lim
V→∞

1
V
∫
S
U′J′ ⋅ n̂dS′ = 0, (A5)

where U′(x) is the fluctuating electrical potential and S is the bounding surface of the volume. The remaining
terms of Equation A4 do not vanish in general. This yields:

∫
V
(
μσw
F
+ μσs) e′ ⋅ e′dV +∫

V

σ′w
F
e′x1 +

σ′w
F

e′ ⋅ e′dV = 0. (A6)

We use the identity of Equation A6 to replace the second and fourth terms of the RHS of Equation A2 and arrive at

σeq =
1
V
∫
V
(
μσw + μσs

F
) dV +

1
V
∫
V

σ′w
F
e′x1dV. (A7)

Distributing the products in Equation A7, replacing μσs by its expression in the high‐salinity asymptotic limit, that
is, μσs = 2μΣs/FΛ and, factorizing μσw/F, we finally arrive at:

σeq =
μσw
F
(1 +

1
μσwV

∫
V
σ′we′x1dV +

2
Λ
μΣs
μσw
), (A8)

or,

σeq =
μσw
F
(
1
M
+

2
Λ
μΣs
μσw
), (A9)

which is a generalized form of the expression by Johnson et al. (1986), accounting for fluid conductivity het-
erogeneity, with the mixing factorM being defined, for an imposed current in the x1‐direction and in the absence
of surface conductivity, as:

1
M
= 1 +

1
μσwV

∫
V
σ′we′x1dV. (A10)

Appendix B: Relationship Between Fluid Conductivity and Electric Field Fluctuations
We illustrate examples of the relationship between fluid conductivity and electric field fluctuations, respectively,
σ′w(x) and e′(x), that influences the mixing factor M (Equation 21). We consider well‐known cases of 2‐D het-
erogeneity for σw(x), namely, log‐normal σw(x)‐fields with exponential covariance function, fixed mean value of
μσw = 1 Sm− 1 and varying variance. We focus on fields having layered and isotropic structures with anisotropy
factor λ = ∞ and λ = 1, with λ≔ Ix1/ Ix2, the ratio of the integral scales along the x1‐ and x2‐directions (e.g.,
Rubin, 2003). The integral scale Ix2 is set to 0.02 m. We solve numerically Equation 11 on domains of 1 m side
length with constant porosity and formation factors of 0.2 and 10, respectively, with imposed boundary conditions
of a unit voltage drop along x1 or x2 and zero current flux along the top and bottom or right and left boundaries,
respectively.
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B1. Layered Case

We plot σ′w(x) (=σw(x) − μσw) against e′x2 (x) for three different layered log‐normal σw(x)‐fields having different
variances (Figure B1). For the smaller variance σ2σw = 0.01 S2m− 2 (Figure B1, blue dots), σ′w(x) takes values
within [− 0.25, 0.25] S m− 1, which are univocally mapped (i.e., along a line) to values in e′x2 (x) that range within
[− 0.4, 1]. As the variance increases (Figure B1, orange and green dots), so does the range for the values taken by
σ′w(x) and e′x2 (x). Also, the asymptote e′x2 (x) = − 1 is increasingly approached, the former corresponding to the
case where there is an isolating layer and the modulus of the secondary electric field equates the modulus of the
imposed primary electric field, leading to zero current flow. Note that any given dot in Figure B1 represents one
energy contribution to the integral in Equation 21. One simply has to multiply a given value of the horizontal axis
in Figure B1 by the associated value on the vertical axis to obtain the corresponding contribution. Positive
(negative) contributions come from the first and third (second and fourth) quadrants, which are indicated in
Figure B1 with light blue (gray‐colored) shadows. As the variance of σ′w(x) increases, there are more negative
contributions to the integral in the RHS of Equation 21 (i.e., more weight of the σ′w(x)‐e′x2 (x) curve in the second
and fourth quadrants), leading to a lower value of σx2eq than σA. For all the considered layered cases, the energy
contributions fall on well‐defined lines without any scatter; this is a consequence of the electrical current paths
being pre‐determined by the imposed layered structure.

B2. Isotropic Case

As for the layered case, we plot σ′w(x) (=σw(x) − μσw) against e′x1 (x) for three log‐normal isotropic σw(x)‐fields
having different variances (Figure B2). The integral scale is set to 0.02 m. For a variance of the log‐field σ2lnσw = 1
(Figure B2, blue dots), σ′w(x) takes values within [− 0.1, 6] that are mapped to values in e′x1 (x) ranging within [− 1,
8]. The horizontal asymptote e′x1 (x) = − 1 is far from being reached. In contrast to the layered case, the
σ′w(x)‐e′x1 (x) relationship is non‐unique, that is, a given value for σ′w(x)maps into different values for e′x1 (x). With

Figure B1. Scatter plot of fluid electrical conductivity field fluctuations σ′w(x) (=σw(x) − μσw(x)) versus normalized
secondary electric field e′x2 (x) as a function of the variance of σw(x). Here, σw(x) has a layered configuration and the electrical
field is imposed perpendicularly to the layering. The first and third (second and fourth) quadrants of the Cartesian axes are
indicated with light blue (gray‐colored) shadows. For the first and third quadrants, the product of e′x2 (x) and σ′w(x) is positive,
whereas for the other two, it is negative and their sum is larger than the sum of the other contributions, leading to a decrease in
the equivalent electrical conductivity compared with the case of a constant salinity.
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the additional degree of freedom offered by the 2‐D heterogeneity, the electrical current pathways will organize to
minimize the energy dissipation, thereby, making the relationship dependent on neighboring features.

Data Availability Statement
The data presented in this manuscript can be found in the Zenodo repository (Visentini, 2024) under https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.11068781. The data were generated using publicly available software packages. For simu-
lating electrical potential distributions we used the Python package pyGIMLi (Rücker et al., 2017). Flow and
transport simulations were run using Floppy (Bakker et al., 2016), MODFLOW‐2005 (Harbaugh, 2005) and
MT3D‐USGS (Bedekar et al., 2016).
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